Workload Assessment
AT A GLANCE

Elyzium’s Workload
Assessment provides
organisations with a
complete appraisal of their
workload automation
environment, providing the
justification required to
move towards a
consolidated environment,
whilst setting out a clear
path to allow you to
achieve your goals with no
impact to your business.

Historically, Workload Automation has grown organically, with inefficiencies
often side-lined by IT in favour of other priorities. But, pressure on the Workload
Automation Service - from both IT and Business perspectives - is growing
continually, and lines of business must now support dynamic, and often ondemand, environments, across both physical and virtual systems. Failures within
Workload Automation environments can result in substantial loss of revenue and
significant brand damage, hence priorities must change. But where should you
start?
Whilst most operating systems, mission-critical applications and database
management systems provide basic job scheduling capabilities, these point
solutions are often conceived only to serve immediate needs of a given and closed
solution. In a world of application diversity and connectivity, business processes will,
by necessity, cross boundaries. As data flow increases, processing volumes grow and
the infrastructure becomes more complex, IT increasingly relies on workload
automation to automate and standardise file/data transfers, workflows,
applications and processes and tie together the various landscapes of
heterogeneous IT environments.
Elyzium’s Workload Assessment allows organisations to review their current
environment against a set of business needs to produce a strategic report, which
forms the justification for change. The assessment provides a complete appraisal
of both the business and IT requirements, gathering information from key
stakeholders within the business to deliver the benefits they need:

Business users want
additional application
functionality that will
give them a competitive
advantage. The
Workload Assessment
concentrates on
delivering increased
application integration
and performance while
mitigating risks.

Reducing costs and
rationalising suppliers is
Procurement’s priority.
The Workload Assessment
produces a ROI/BVA
report that shows the
financial benefits of
consolidating to Tivoli
Workload Scheduler using
Elyzium’s unique Workload
Migrator tool.

IT Administrators are key
to ensuring that firstly all
the technical data is
collected and analysed
and secondly that the
new environment is
exploited to full potential.
IT Admin is therefore an
essential element of the
entire Workload
Assessment process.

IT Managers are busy
with existing projects or
running the
infrastructure. The
Workload Assessment
concentrates on
managing risk, while
delivering technical
enhancements to enable
more effective
management of your
workload automation.

The assessment allows you to mitigate risk with a process oriented, established conversion service that provides a complete Healthcheck
of your current workload automation environment. Our experienced team begins by analysing the installed environment, and defining
the desired environment along with a roadmap of steps required to get there. Details of jobs, schedules, resources and all other relevant
specifics are collected and analysed. It is the analysis of this data, coupled with identification of any challenges in your environment,
which uniquely enables Elyzium to deliver a fixed price engagement, with defined start and end dates, and most importantly no hidden
costs.

BUSINESS PERSPECTIVE

IT PERSPECTIVE







Rapidly deliver workload
automation services
Integrate services across
cloud environments
Increase workload
automation efficiency
Reduced cost of
ownership
Greater availability and
resilience
Centralise control across
multiple platforms



WORKLOAD
AUTOMATION
SERVICE







Greater application
integration
Easier to create, update
and delete jobs
Control through mobile
devices
Initiate new revenue
streams
Drive faster time to
market for new services
Meet changing customer
expectation

Pressures on the Workload Automation Service grow continually. Elyzium’s Workload Assessment considers and provides
recommendations for all these pressures, whether IT or Business related

FEATURES AND BENEFITS








Fixed price, fixed time engagement with no hidden charges
Delivered by the most experienced and accredited consultants in the field
Fully considers both the business and IT processes and requirements
Involves all key stakeholders throughout the process
Provides a full analysis AND an architectural blueprint of your current environment
Includes a full Business Value Assessment and recommendations for “quick wins”
Delivers technical enhancements to improve efficiency whilst mitigating risk

Elyzium’s Workload Assessment provides you with the confidence you need to move to a consolidated Workload Automation
environment which will achieve your business needs and goals.

Call us today on +44(0)1204 373515 for a free consultation to determine the many benefits a Workload Assessment will
deliver to your business.
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